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W H AT I S D J E M B E ?
A djembe is a goblet shaped drum traditionally made from locally sourced wood with
a goat skin head, held on using rope. The djembe drum has three main notes: the
‘tone,’ ‘bass’ and ‘slap’. The djembe drum typically plays as part of ensembles alongside
Dunduns, the generic term for drums with cow skin on either end played using sticks
and bells to make complex polyrhythms. Dun-Duns are typically played in ensembles
which consist of (largest to smallest) the dundunba, sangbhan and kenkeni. The
dundun drums provide the rhythmic and melodic base for traditional West
African music.

W H AT I S I N V O LV E D I N
LEARNING THE DJEMBE?
Djembe is traditionally learned via observation or call and response with little explicit instructions from master
drummers. The aural nature of the djembe tradition is carried into WCET sessions supported by a western teaching
approach that includes graphic, TAB notation and recordings. Children will learn the basic techniques of djembe
playing which include how to play the ‘tone,’ ‘bass’ and ‘slap’ along with developing transferrable skills such as a strong
sense of pulse, the ability to maintain an accompaniment within an ensemble and grasp the concept of counterpoint.
Children will be encouraged to improvise regularly and develop confidence performing with regular peer assessment.

We sing traditional African songs in most sessions and
pupils will express musical ideas using both technical
and emotive language. Drumming will help to improve
skills in mathematics, and the syllabic teaching style
employed in lessons can have a positive impact on
speaking and language skills. The improvised elements of
the djembe genre inspires confidence and self-reflection
through supportive solo performance opportunities on a
weekly basis.

W H AT I S A D J E M B E L E S S O N L I K E ?
Students will be motivated to work hard and have
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higher aspirations through fun, fast paced sessions with

and backgrounds will meet challenges and work
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is made, its traditional context and how that may have

performances.

developed over time. Sessions include fun musical
games that reinforce technical skills needed to play in
an ensemble effectively whilst making music fun.

THE STORY OF JAMES

James entered the WCET sessions a nervous and withdrawn boy. He was in the lower ability band and had
difficulty with general co-ordination.
Over time James was coaxed into joining in with class activities and encouraged to lead in some small
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group compositions. James showed slow but steady progress and to his class teacher’s surprise, joined
the Djembe Troupe. At first James often had difficulty understanding what was being asked of him and his
performances were weaker than those of his peers. Over time James showed tremendous commitment
by catching up at home each week ready for the next session. Gradually James began to make greater
strides and left in Year 6 as one of the most accomplished performers with an almost perfect attendance
record. A portrait of perseverance and hard work, James was able to make friendships within the group
and have a voice.

